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Create These Fun Fashionista Projects!

Stylish Tank
•Screen-Printing Paints:  
  98500 New Black, 
  98503 Banana Peel,  
  98508 Grape Juice, 
  98513 Fairytale    
•White tank top

How To Do It:
1.  Cut apart the screen stencil design 
elements. Squeeze a puddle of each 
paint color on paper plate.

2.  Place crown design in center of pillow 
cover.  Apply Gold Dust with paint brush 
over entire design; remove screen stencil. 
Let design dry completely.  Place Royalty 
design below Crown; paint in Gold Dust 
then remove screen stencil.  Let design 
dry completely. 

3.  Place Rose design in corner of pillow.  
Apply Cosmopolitan with paint brush; gently 
lift screen stencil & repeat in remaining 
corners.  Let designs dry completely. Rinse & 
dry screen stencil before next step.

4. Place Rose design in corner, layering over 
existing Rose design painted in previous 
step.  Apply Sugar Plum with paint brush; 
remove screen stencil & repeat in remaining 
corners.  Let designs dry completely. 

5. Heat set following package instructions.

How To Do It:
1.  Cut apart the screen stencil design 
elements. Squeeze a puddle of each paint 
color on paper plate.

2.  Place background design on center of 
tank top.  Apply Fairytale with paint brush 
over entire design; gently lift background 
design then reposition & repeat painting to 
complete a large area of the background 
design. Let dry completely.  

3.  Apply remaining design elements over 
background design as follows:  Rose/Grape 
Juice, Crown/Banana Peel, Royalty/New 
Black. Let each design dry completely 
between layers. 

4. Heat set according to package instructions.

Majestic Pillow
•Screen-Printing Paints: 
  98523 Gold Dust, 
  98526 Cosmopolitan, 
  98528 Sugar Plum   
•Black pillow cover

Free
take one!

Make Multiple Items
with One Screen Stencil

Project Tips:  
•Read all package  
  instructions before  
  beginning project.
•Refer to project photos  
  for design placement.
•Rinse paint brush  
  & dry with paper towels  
  between each color.
•Rinse each screen- 
  stencil design element  
  immediately after use.

Supplies for Both Projects:  
•One Step Silk Screen Stencil: 

  98545 Crown Elements
•Flat paint brush

•Paper plate
•Paper towels

•Scissors
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Make Get-Togethers More Fun with 
Simply Screen!

What’s not to love about being with friends, especially when you can be creative!

Dress Up Basic Tees Dozens of Ways!
Make it shimmer 

with foil
Go wild with color Add eye-catching 

embellishments

Show Your Team Spirit!
Personalize with:
   •Team names
   •Player numbers
   •Fun shout-outs

Create Fun 
& Fabulous  
Screen-Printed 
Fashions!

Create Fun 
& Fabulous  
Screen-Printed 
Fashions!



Single Color Technique
Step 1: Remove backer from screen
stencil. Place your silk screen stencil
tacky side down onto your fabric surface,
making sure your fabric surface is
smooth & wrinkle-free.

Step 2: Squeeze paint onto screen
stencil; use applicator to pull paint
over design.

Step 3: Gently remove screen stencil
to reveal your design.

Multi-Color Technique

Step 1: Remove backer from screen
stencil. Place your silk screen stencil
tacky side down onto your fabric surface,
making sure your fabric surface is
smooth & wrinkle-free.

Step 2: Squeeze two or more paint colors
side by side onto screen stencil; use
applicator to pull paint over design.

Step 3: Gently remove screen stencil
to reveal your design.

Sparkling Glitter Technique

Step 1: Remove backer from screen stencil. Place your 
silk screen stencil tacky side down onto your fabric surface,
making sure your fabric surface is smooth & wrinkle-free.

Step 2: Squeeze adhesive over screen stencil; pull adhesive 
over design with applicator. Leaving screen in place, let 
adhesive set for 30 sec. Apply a second layer of adhesive; 
let set for 3 min.

Step 3: Sprinkle sparkling glitter over wet adhesive following 
design; let dry 3 hrs. Gently remove screen stencil then  
immediately wash screen stencil to remove adhesive.

Step 4: Place parchment paper over glittered design; heat 
set according to package instructions; shake off excess glitter.

Metallic Foil Technique
Step 1: Remove backer from screen stencil. Place your 
silk screen stencil tacky side down onto your fabric surface, 
making sure your fabric surface issmooth & wrinkle-free.

Step 2: Squeeze adhesive over screen stencil; pull 
adhesive over design with applicator. Leaving screen in 
place, let adhesive set for 30 sec. Apply a second layer of 
adhesive; let set for 3 min.

Step 3: Gently remove screen stencil then immediately 
wash screen stencil to remove adhesive. Let screened 
adhesive set until clear in color & completely dry to the 
touch.

Step 4: Lay foil shiny side up onto dried adhesive design. 
Place parchment paper over foil; heat set then remove excess 
foil  sheet according to package instructions.
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Simply Screen is…
Ready-to-Use!  No machine, preparation of 

screens or wait time.  It’s instant fashion!

A Great Value!  One reusable screen 
stencil and bottle of screen-printing paint 
makes multiple fashions.

All About Style!  Wild with color or 
glammed up with glitter and foil – 
the creative possibilities are endless.

Graphic tees and 
accessories are here 
to stay. Design them 
yourself and wear 
them your way with 
Simply Screen™, the 
easiest do-it-yourself 
screen-printing product.
You’re going to love 
the looks and the fun 
of discovering the 
designer in you!

Choose your design and your 
favorite colors to get started!

Graphic tees and 
accessories are here 
to stay. Design them 
yourself and wear 
them your way with 
Simply Screen™, the 
easiest do-it-yourself 
screen-printing product.
You’re going to love 
the looks and the fun 
of discovering the 
designer in you!


